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Who are better leaders, men or women? The Weekly Troll’s very own Casimiro Nadas and 

Janice Cochran well argue their respective cases 

 
Scientist in WashingtScientist in WashingtScientist in WashingtScientist in Washington D.C.on D.C.on D.C.on D.C.    fear that the fear that the fear that the fear that the 
spring meltspring meltspring meltspring melt----off, coupled with Boehner’off, coupled with Boehner’off, coupled with Boehner’off, coupled with Boehner’s cryings cryings cryings crying, , , , 
will cause the Potomac to breach the levees will cause the Potomac to breach the levees will cause the Potomac to breach the levees will cause the Potomac to breach the levees 
and flood the capital.and flood the capital.and flood the capital.and flood the capital.    

Something here smellsSomething here smellsSomething here smellsSomething here smells    
By: Janice Cochran By: Janice Cochran By: Janice Cochran By: Janice Cochran     

Although I have been hard on Governor 
Vuvu, that doesn’t mean I don’t think women 
make ineffective leaders. In fact, if anything, it 
is a sign of the times. Women are gaining more 
power each and every day. Every time someone 
tells me that women don’t have any power, I  

Just plain full of itJust plain full of itJust plain full of itJust plain full of it    
By: Casimiro NadasBy: Casimiro NadasBy: Casimiro NadasBy: Casimiro Nadas    

Janice, you make an excellent point. 
However, I have to ask you: How hard is it putting 
on make-up in the morning? You know, laughing 
at your own stupid face and all. 

You can’t blame the lot over a few bad 
apples. I don’t know what’s up with these  

 

laugh at their face for being 
stupid. 
 See, when men 
enter a position of power, 
they seem to forget who 
they are and believe they’re 
cool. Hardly a year goes by 
in which you hear about a 
politician having sex with 
someone other than his 
wife. 

Whether it’s with a 
lacrosse-playing 
congressional page or with 
a mistress while their wives 
are battling breast cancer, 
they just seem drawn to  

media gave her crap for 
cracking up. Then this guy 
comes along and cries like 
he’s been dumped. Women 
can actually control their 
emotions, unlike men, who 
seem to not be able to keep 
it together. 

C’mon ladies, we 
have already taken control 
of the households, now it’s 
on to the House of 
Representatives.  
 

politicians but they do 
represent the people. 
Personally, if I were you, I’ll be 
trying to figure out if your 
boyfriend is cheating on you or 
a closet case. 
 Secondly, you need to 
look at the actual content 
these leaders are passing. Look 
at the laws that Governor Vuvu 
and that crazy lady in Arizona 
have passed. It’s like we didn’t 
even have a civil rights struggle 
50 years ago. Then you have 
the most popular female 
politician around, Sarah Palin, 
who couldn’t even finish one   

full term as governor. It seems that it’s just not only 
men who will listen to a pretty face. 

Finally, you can’t overlook the fact that 
women are incapable of power because of bodily 
functions. You see, my grandpa used to tell me that 
clear bowels go hand-in-hand with a clear 
conscience. As everyone knows, females don’t 
poop.  
 Honestly, I don’t know how you ladies can 
even function. I know for a fact that you ladies pee 
seeing how you aren’t completely immune to the 

scandal. They seem to believe that they’re the 
quarterbacks of a football team despite the fact 
they probably throw like a girl.   
 Also, men are just pussies. There’s a 
reason why women are the ones in charge in 
every relationship. It’s because men are 
mentally and emotionally weak. A case in point 
is our current speaker of the house, John 
Boehner. 
 During the 2008 campaign when Hilary 
Clinton won the New Hampshire primary, the 

effects of alcohol. I also know 
you ladies have that whole 
menstruating business going 
on. However, no pooping? I’m 
sorry; I just can’t trust some 
one who doesn’t release some 
demons every now and then.  
 

The governess is seen here learniThe governess is seen here learniThe governess is seen here learniThe governess is seen here learning how to ng how to ng how to ng how to 
give a courtesy flush in front of a live audience. give a courtesy flush in front of a live audience. give a courtesy flush in front of a live audience. give a courtesy flush in front of a live audience.     

Do you think you have enough talent to enter the world of Satire? Then send your article to theweeklytroll@gmail.com. If 
you have any article ideas or have heard something interesting through the grape vine then feel free to tell us. Or if you are 
feeling extra nice, you can go out and find us on the Facebook. Raising some hard love, Casimiro Nadas. 
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